Introduction
============

Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a chronic and severe mental illness with a prevalence of 0.5--1%. Although the exact pathophysiological determinants of this disabling condition remain poorly understood, converging evidence points to a role for developmental dysfunction of glutamate neurotransmission involving *N*-methyl-[D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate receptors (NMDARs).^[@bib1],\ [@bib2],\ [@bib3],\ [@bib4]^ Consistent with this hypothesis, postmortem studies have shown alterations in NMDAR-related protein and gene expression^[@bib5]^ and metabolic pathways involving glutamate/NMDAR modulatory compounds such as *N*-acetyl-aspartylglutamate and [D]{.smallcaps}-serine ([D]{.smallcaps}-Ser).^[@bib6],\ [@bib7],\ [@bib8],\ [@bib9]^ The ability of NMDAR antagonists (for example, ketamine and phencyclidine (PCP)) to elicit SCZ-like symptoms in humans and animals provide robust pharmacological support for this theory.^[@bib1],\ [@bib10],\ [@bib11]^ However, the molecular events underlying glutamatergic impairment associated with this disease remain unclear.^[@bib12]^

Free [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate ([D]{.smallcaps}-Asp) is present in markedly high amounts in the embryonic brain of mammals. After birth, the endogenous levels of this atypical amino acid rapidly decrease,^[@bib13],\ [@bib14],\ [@bib15],\ [@bib16]^ due to the onset of the [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate oxidase (DDO) activity.^[@bib17]^ Recent evidence has shown that [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp activates NMDARs through the binding to the glutamate site of GluN2 subunits.^[@bib18]^ Consistently, experimental approaches aimed at increasing endogenous content of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp in mice have demonstrated that [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp modulates a number of NMDAR-mediated processes. For example, both adult knockout mice for the *Ddo* gene (*Ddo*^−/−^) and [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp-treated animals show increased NMDAR-related synaptic plasticity and memory,^[@bib18],\ [@bib19],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib21]^ as well as augmented spine density and dendritic length in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (PFC).^[@bib22]^ In keeping with the animal data, a single-nucleotide polymorphism within the human *DDO* gene predicts reduced expression of *DDO* in the postmortem PFC, and is associated with greater prefrontal gray matter and activity during working memory in healthy subjects.^[@bib22]^ Collectively, the close control exerted by [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp on NMDAR-dependent functions and its neurodevelopmental occurrence allow to hypothesize that this [D]{.smallcaps}-amino acid could be a potential physiological mediator of some of the NMDAR-related processes involved in SCZ. Consistently, we recently described a substantial reduction of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp and of its *N*-methyl derivative, NMDA, in postmortem PFC of SCZ patients, compared with healthy individuals.^[@bib23]^

In the present study, we investigated the molecular determinants of the altered [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp brain content previously described in SCZ patients. Moreover, in an effort to backtranslate the human findings, we used *Ddo*^−/−^ mice to demonstrate that increased [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels, since perinatal phase, can attenuate PCP-induced SCZ-like behaviors and their underlying circuital effectors, and affect the development of cortico--hippocampal connectivity networks, reported to be involved in SCZ.^[@bib24],\ [@bib25]^ Overall, our data suggest a role for this endogenous NMDAR agonist in brain circuits and behaviors associated to SCZ.

Materials and methods
=====================

Human tissue collection
-----------------------

PFC samples from postmortem brains of non-psychiatrically ill individuals (Ctrl) and subjects with SCZ were obtained from the brain bank of the Institute of Psychiatry, King\'s College London, London, UK. All tissue collection and processing was carried out under the regulations and licences of the Human Tissue Authority and in accordance with the Human Tissue Act of 2004. Clinical diagnosis of SCZ was performed according to DSMIII-R criteria. Demographic characteristics of control and SCZ subjects are described in [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Unpaired Student\'s *t*-tests were used to determine if the diagnostic groups differed for demographic factors: age, gender, postmortem delay and RNA integrity number (RIN, see [Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction analysis in humans
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Total RNA extraction, RIN assessment, cDNA synthesis and quantitative reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR) amplification are described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All measurements from each subject were performed in duplicate. Changes in *DDO* mRNA expression of SCZ, compared with Ctrl, were calculated using the relative quantification method (2^−ΔΔCt^) and used as dependent variable. Data were analyzed using analysis of covariance with diagnosis as the predictor. Postmortem delay was modeled as covariate of no interest.

Methylation analysis
--------------------

Methylation status of the putative *DDO* promoter was assessed through a strategy on the basis of the locus-specific amplification of bisulfite-treated genomic DNA, as described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Data were analyzed using analysis of covariance with diagnosis as the predictor. Postmortem delay was modeled as covariate of no interest.

Animals
-------

Knockout male mice for the *Ddo* gene were generated and genotyped by PCR as described previously.^[@bib26]^ Male C57BL/6-J mice were used to test the effects of 1-month oral administration of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp as previously described.^[@bib22]^ Housing conditions of mice were described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

qRT-PCR analysis in mice
------------------------

*Ddo* mRNA expression levels were measured in the PFC of C57BL/6-J mice after chronic treatment with olanzapine or haloperidol. Olanzapine (Zyprexa, Eli Lilly and Company, Indianapolis, IN, USA) was dissolved in distilled water. Haloperidol (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in a solution of 10% acetic acid in saline and the pH was brought to 6.0 with 1 M NaOH. Olanzapine and haloperidol were intraperitoneally injected daily, for 3 weeks, to 2-month-old C57BL/6 male mice (Harlan Laboratories, Indianapolis, IN, USA) at the dose of 10 mg kg^−1^ and 1 mg kg^−1^, respectively,^[@bib27]^ in a volume of 10 ml kg^−1^. Ninety minutes after the last injection, mice chronically treated with 1 mg kg^−1^ haloperidol (*n*=6), 10 mg kg^−1^ olanzapine (*n*=6) or their respective vehicles (*n*=5) were killed and the PFC dissected out within 20 s on an ice-cold surface. Dopamine *D2R* mRNA expression levels were measured in the striatum of naive *Ddo*^+/+^ and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice while *Homer1a*, *Homer1b* and *PSD-95* mRNA expression levels were measured in the PFC of the same animals. Total RNA extraction, cDNA synthesis and qRT-PCR amplification for each of the targets described above were performed as described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All reactions were performed in duplicates with no-template and no-reverse transcription reactions as negative controls. To determine the relative gene expression, the delta delta Ct (ΔΔCt) method was used. After the qPCR reaction, melting-curve analysis was performed to confirm the specificity of the transcript. Data were analyzed using Student\'s *t*-test.

PCP-induced motor activity
--------------------------

The procedure used has been previously described.^[@bib19]^ PCP (Sigma, St Louis, MO, USA) was dissolved in distilled water at the dose of 3 and 6 mg kg^−1^ in a volume of 10 ml kg^−1^. After 1 h of habituation to the test cage (35 × 25 × 30 cm), PCP (3 and 6 mg kg^−1^) or vehicle were injected intraperitoneally to male 3-month-old *Ddo*^+/+^ and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice and locomotion, expressed in cm, recorded over 1 h by using a computerized video tracking system (Videotrack; Viewpoint, Lyon, France). Motor response to PCP was evaluated by three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA; genotype × treatment × time) with repeated measures, followed by two-way ANOVA (genotype × time) with repeated measures.

Prepulse inhibition of the startle reflex under PCP treatment
-------------------------------------------------------------

*Ddo*^−/−^ and [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp-treated mice, and their respective control groups (*Ddo*^+/+^ and H~2~O-treated mice, respectively), were assigned to receive either PCP (3 and 6 mg kg^−1^) or vehicle (balanced for genotype and startle chamber assignment) and placed in a Plexiglas cylinder within the startle chamber 10 min after intraperitoneal injection. Prepulse inhibition (PPI) was measured using an SR-Lab System as previously described.^[@bib28]^ We chose to test 70, 74, 78 and 82 dB prepulse sounds (5, 9, 13 and 17 dB above background, respectively). PPI data were analyzed within genotype using two-way ANOVA (treatment × prepulse sound levels) with repeated measures.

Functional and pharmacological magnetic resonance imaging
---------------------------------------------------------

Resting-state and pharmacological functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)^[@bib29],\ [@bib30]^ were performed on male 3--4-month-old *Ddo*^−/−^ mice (*n*=9) and *Ddo*^+/+^ littermates (*n*=12) as described in [Supplementary Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. An additional pharmacological fMRI study was carried out on 4-month-old male C57BL/6-J mice treated with D-Asp (*n*=10) or water (*n*=10) for 1 month. Briefly, mice were intubated, artificially ventilated and imaged under halothane (0.7%) anesthesia. Mean blood pressure, p~a~CO~2~ and p~a~O~2~ levels were recorded to rule out non-physiological states. MRI acquisitions were carried out at 7.0 Tesla. For each session, high-resolution anatomical images were followed by a co-centered single-shot BOLD fMRI time series. The functional effect of PCP was mapped using a pharmacological fMRI as previously described.^[@bib11],\ [@bib31],\ [@bib32]^ fMRI time series were sensitized to cerebral blood volume using a blood-pool contrast agent, and 15 min later each subject received an intra-arterial injection of PCP (1 mg kg^−1^). To assess the modulatory role of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation in wild-type mice, an additional pharmacological fMRI study with PCP was performed in C57BL/6-J mice exposed to [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp (20 m[M]{.smallcaps} in tap water) or vehicle (plain water) for 1 month (*n*=10 each group).

Inter-strain differences in resting-state fMRI (rsfMRI) correlation networks were mapped and quantified using a seed-based approach as recently described.^[@bib30],\ [@bib33]^ Small *a priori* seed regions were chosen to cover antero--posterior cortical and hippocampal networks. The fMRI response to PCP was mapped and quantified as previously described.^[@bib11],\ [@bib32],\ [@bib34]^ Relative cerebral blood volume time series before (8 min) and after drug or vehicle injections (24 min) were extracted and voxel-wise group statistics were performed using FEAT Version 5.63 with 0.5 mm spatial smoothing and family-wise cluster correction threshold of 0.001.

Results
=======

*DDO* mRNA expression and methylation of the *DDO* gene in the postmortem SCZ brain
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We have previously found reduced levels of D-Asp and NMDA in the postmortem PFC of patients with SCZ.^[@bib23]^ Because [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp concentration is regulated by DDO,^[@bib26],\ [@bib35],\ [@bib36]^ we measured the levels of *DDO* mRNA in the PFC of SCZ patients by qRT-PCR. Statistical analysis revealed a significant increase in *DDO* mRNA of patients with SCZ, compared with healthy subjects (*P*=0.0020, analysis of covariance with covariance for postmortem delay, [Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This result suggests that reduced levels of free [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp found in the PFC of SCZ samples could depend on greater *DDO* mRNA expression. To rule out an indirect modulatory contribution of chronic anti-psychotic treatment on the expression of *DDO* mRNA, we chronically treated C57BL/6-J mice with two of the most widely used antipsychotics: haloperidol and olanzapine. No significant change in *Ddo* mRNA levels was detected in the PFC of mice treated with 1 mg kg^−1^ haloperidol or 10 mg kg^−1^ olanzapine, compared with the respective vehicle-treated animals (*P*\>0.05 per each treatment, Student\'s *t*-test; [Figures 1b and c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This finding suggests that the alteration in *DDO* mRNA content may represent a direct pathophysiological correlate to SCZ rather than an epiphenomenon due to pharmacological medications. Finally, we evaluated whether the increase of *DDO* mRNA levels in patients could be associated with changes in the methylation state of *DDO*, through a bisulfite-seq analysis in the postmortem samples extracted from PFC. We analyzed the methylation state of seven CpG sites (−194, −177, −142, −101, −8, +128 and +133) lying in the putative promoter region of *DDO* surrounding the transcription start site that spans from −199 to +177 nucleotide positions ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Statistical analysis showed no significant difference in the methylation degree between patients and controls (*P*\>0.05 per each CpG site, analysis of covariance with covariance for postmortem delay), thus suggesting that the changes in *DDO* mRNA levels found in the PFC of SCZ patients may not depend on specific methylation pattern associated with the diagnosis. Finally, we also performed a next generation sequencing analysis that allowed us to exclude the occurrence of relevant alterations in the *DDO* gene (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Schizophrenia-like behavior induced by PCP in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice
-------------------------------------------------------------

*Ddo*^−/−^ mice are characterized by a 10- to 20-fold increase of endogenous [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels in several brain regions including the cortex, hippocampus, striatum, cerebellum and olfactory bulbs.^[@bib37],\ [@bib38]^ To evaluate the effect of increased [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels on SCZ-like behaviors, we challenged *Ddo*^−/−^ animals with PCP. On the basis of its antagonistic action on NMDARs, PCP is the psychotomimetic drug that best mirrors the symptomatology of SCZ, in humans,^[@bib39],\ [@bib40]^ primates and rodents.^[@bib41],\ [@bib42],\ [@bib43],\ [@bib44]^ We first tested PCP\'s psychostimulant motor responses at different doses (3 or 6 mg kg^−1^; [Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The increase in locomotion exerted by 3 mg kg^−1^ PCP was comparable between *Ddo*^+/+^ and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice (three-way ANOVA with repeated measures: treatment × genotype, F~(1,240)~=0.173, *P*=0.6789), whereas a significant genotype × treatment interaction was observed at 6 mg kg^−1^ PCP (F~(1,240)~=6.947, *P*=0.0113). At this dose, PCP also produced an attenuated motor hyperactivity in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, compared with wild-type littermates (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures: genotype effect, F~(1,120)~=6.952, *P*=0.0145). We next investigated the effect of PCP on sensorimotor gating properties of *Ddo*^−/−^ mice by using a PPI paradigm ([Figures 2b and c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we found that 3 mg kg^−1^ PCP significantly lowered PPI in *Ddo*^+/+^ (two-way ANOVA with repeated measures: treatment effect, F~(1,54)~=4.906, *P*=0.0399) but not in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, in which a comparable attenuation of the startle amplitude between PCP-treated and untreated animals was observed (F~(1,54)~=1.668, *P*=0.2129) ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). On the contrary, at the dose of 6 mg kg^−1^, PCP induced a substantial disruption of PPI in both genotypes (treatment effect: *Ddo*^+/+^, F~(1,54)~=6.919, *P*=0.0170; *Ddo*^−/−^, F~(1,54)~=6.343, *P*=0.0215; [Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, these results point at a reduced reactivity to PCP-induced psychotomimetic behaviors in *Ddo*^−/−^ animals.

To further evaluate the effect of genetically driven [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation, we investigated both basal and PCP-evoked expression of genes coding postsynaptic density proteins involved in the regulation of glutamatergic signaling, such as *Homer1a*, *Homer1b* and *PSD-95*,^[@bib45]^ in the brain of *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. Consistent with our behavioral findings, alteration in the functional expression of these genes was modified in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, as seen with three complementary approaches (that is, *in situ* hybridization, qRT-PCR and western blotting, see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Besides its well-established NMDAR antagonism, PCP also acts as a D2 receptor (D2R)-like agonist.^[@bib46],\ [@bib47],\ [@bib48]^ We performed a battery of molecular and behavioral tests that revealed a preserved D2R neurotransmission in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, thus corroborating a glutamatergic origin for the different responsivity to PCP observed in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Supplementary Figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

fMRI response induced by PCP in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice
-----------------------------------------------

Because [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp can modulate NMDAR-related functions,^[@bib18],\ [@bib19],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib38]^ we used *Ddo*^−/−^ mice to assess whether genetically driven [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation can modulate the aberrant neurofunctional cascade underlying the psychotomimetic effect of PCP. To this purpose, we used fMRI to map the neural substrates recruited by a sub-anesthetic dose of PCP (intravenous 1 mg kg^−1^). Consistent with rodent and human imaging studies,^[@bib10],\ [@bib11],\ [@bib49],\ [@bib50]^ control mice showed a robust cortico--limbo--thalamic fMRI response to the drug, with a prominent involvement of the prefrontal--orbitofrontal, cingulate and visual cortex, ventral hippocampus and mediodorsal thalamic nuclei ([Figures 3a, c and d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). By contrast, a generalized attenuation of PCP-induced fMRI response was observed in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice with respect to wild-type animals ([Figures 3b--d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Quantification of the effect in representative volume of interest revealed the presence of a statistically significant attenuation in several brain regions, including prefrontal, orbitofrontal anterior and posterior (retrosplenial) cingulate, visual and parietal cortex and ventral hippocampus (*P*\<0.05 in all regions, Student\'s *t*-test). Attenuation in thalamic areas was similarly apparent, and very close to statistical significance (*P*=0.051, Student\'s *t*-test; [Figure 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, these results suggest that a challenge with PCP in *Ddo*^−/−^ animals is associated with consistent alterations of blood flow in brain areas known to be involved in the pathophysiology of SCZ. These results suggest that congenital elevation of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp can modulate psychosis-related brain circuits and prevent hyperglutamatergic states produced by non-competitive NMDAR antagonists like PCP.

Cortico--hippocampal connectivity in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice
----------------------------------------------------

Our behavioral and imaging data suggest that [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation can modulate *in vivo* NMDAR function and attenuate the acute psychomimetic effects produced by PCP. However, a possible contribution of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp in SCZ is likely to involve long-term adaptative neuro-behavioral changes. In an attempt to identify circuital substrates that are modulated by chronic [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation, we carried out intrinsic functional connectivity mapping in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice using rsfMRI. We recently showed that the mouse brain contains distributed functionally coherent networks analogous to those observed in primates and humans, including plausible homologs of the default mode network.^[@bib30],\ [@bib33]^ Moreover, reduced cortico--hippocampal connectivity has been reported in SCZ patients.^[@bib24],\ [@bib25]^ Cortico--hippocampal connectivity was mapped with respect to a bilateral seed region placed in ventral hippocampus (subiculum), a key component of a distributed fronto--hippocampal network that appears to be conserved in rodents and humans.^[@bib30],\ [@bib51]^ The connectivity profile of the hippocampus in control mice highlighted the involvement of frontal and cingulate cortices ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), in agreement with previous reports.^[@bib30],\ [@bib33],\ [@bib51]^ Interestingly, although the strength of hippocampal--frontal connectivity was similar in the two genotypes, the connectional profile of this region in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice appeared to exhibit a wider and stronger involvement of peri-hippocampal and parietal somatosensory areas (*P*\<0.01, Student\'s *t*-test; [Figures 4b and c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We detected no significant confounding effect of genotype on depth of anesthesia during fMRI as assessed by the amplitude of cortical BOLD signal fluctuation,^[@bib33],\ [@bib52]^ which was comparable in the two genotypes (62.9±2.9 and 65.4±2.9, respectively, *P*=0.49, Student\'s *t*-test). These results highlight a pervasive role of non-physiological [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp brain levels in *Ddo*^−/−^ animals, in shaping cortico--hippocampal connectivity, a finding of potential translational interest in the light of reports of reduced rsfMRI hippocampal--temporal cortical connectivity in SCZ.^[@bib25]^

Effect of [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate supplementation on PCP-induced responses
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In an attempt to dissect the constitutive contribution of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation from its acute effects in the normally developed brain, we explored whether oral supplementation of exogenous [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp to adult wild-type C57BL/6-J mice is sufficient to counteract the sensorimotor gating deficits and fMRI response to PCP. Oral administration of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp (20 m[M]{.smallcaps} in tap water) for 1 month produces an \~2--5-fold increase in the brain [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp content,^[@bib38]^ a level sufficient to modulate several NMDAR-mediated processes including synaptic plasticity and memory.^[@bib18],\ [@bib19],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ First, we evaluated the effect of PCP, at the dose of 3 or 6 mg kg^−1^, on PPI in C57BL/6-J mice pretreated for 1 month with [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp or H~2~O. Statistical analysis showed that 3 mg kg^−1^ PCP produced an overall effect on the inhibition of the startle in mice (three-way ANOVA with repeated measures: F~(1,99)~=4.557, *P*=0.0403). However, pretreatment with [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp did not significantly alter the PPI deficits induced by PCP ([D]{.smallcaps}-Asp pretreatment effect: F~(1,99)~=2.386, *P*=0.1320; [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp pretreatment × PCP treatment: F~(1,99)~=0.026, *P*=0.8726) ([Figure 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We found similar results after treatment with 6 mg kg^−1^ PCP. At this dose, a stronger disruption of sensorimotor gating was observed (F~(1,102)~=21.036, *P*\<0.0001), an effect that however was not affected by pretreatment with [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp ([D]{.smallcaps}-Asp pretreatment effect: F~(1,102)~=0.732, *P*=0.3983; [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp pretreatment × PCP treatment: F~(1,102)~=0.017, *P*=0.8960; [Figure 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). We then assessed the fMRI response induced by PCP after chronic [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp administration. Both [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp- and H~2~O-treated mice exhibited a robust cortico--limbo--thalamic fMRI response to the drug, with a prominent involvement of the prefrontal--orbitofrontal, cingulate and visual cortex, ventral hippocampus and mediodorsal thalamic nuclei ([Figures 5c and d](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). However, no statistically significant inter-group difference in the response to PCP was observed either at the voxel level (*z*\>1.6, cluster corrected at *P*\<0.01) or when integrated at the level of volumes of interest (right panel; *P*\>0.27, all regions, Student\'s *t*-test). Overall, in contrast to what was observed in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, D-Asp supplementation failed to produce any significant modulation of PCP-induced PPI and fMRI responses. The lack of inhibitory effect observed suggests that [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation in normally developed brains may not be sufficient to prevent SCZ-like hyperglutamatergic state, and points at a putative neurodevelopmental origin for some of the phenotypes observed in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. However, a role for the discrepant [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp brain exposure attained with supplementation and genetic deletion of *Ddo* (2--5- vs 10--20-fold increase^[@bib38]^) cannot be entirely ruled out.

Discussion
==========

Several studies have linked altered metabolism of the endogenous NMDAR co-agonist D-Ser to the etiopathology of SCZ. Evidence in this direction is given by the observation that [D]{.smallcaps}-Ser levels are reduced in the blood, cerebrospinal fluid and postmortem brain tissues of patients with SCZ.^[@bib6],\ [@bib53],\ [@bib54],\ [@bib55]^ Accordingly, increased mRNA expression and activity of the enzyme responsible for the degradation of this [D]{.smallcaps}-amino acid, [D]{.smallcaps}-amino acid oxidase, have been observed in the postmortem brain of SCZ subjects.^[@bib8],\ [@bib56]^ Recent evidence suggests that the atypical amino acid [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp, enriched in the embryo brain, promotes NMDAR-dependent transmission.^[@bib38]^ Consistent with the hypothesis of NMDAR dysfunction in SCZ,^[@bib1],\ [@bib2],\ [@bib3],\ [@bib4]^ we have previously found reduced levels of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp in the postmortem PFC of SCZ patients.^[@bib23]^ In the present study, we found a substantial increase in *DDO* mRNA levels in the PFC of SCZ patients, thus highlighting a plausible link between overexpression of *DDO* mRNA and reduced [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels in SCZ samples. Our data also show that alterations in *DDO* mRNA are not directly associated with methylation of the CpG sites in the putative promoter region of the gene, as the pattern of methylation was unchanged in the PFC of patients, compared with control subjects. In addition, in keeping with a previous study,^[@bib57]^ sequencing analysis of the entire *DDO* gene did not identify any gross genetic variation in our study group. Further investigations on a larger number of subjects are warranted to address this issue more in detail.

To evaluate in a preclinical model the effect of an altered metabolism of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp on SCZ-like manifestations, we tested psychotic-like effect of PCP in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. We found significantly reduced psychostimulant effect of PCP in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, as shown by their attenuated motor hyperactivity, compared with control littermates. Most importantly, constitutively increased levels of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp in knockout animals also produced a reduced sensitivity to PCP-dependent disruption of sensorimotor gating. As the PPI paradigm is used as an endophenotypic trait to assess dysfunction of sensorimotor gating processing in SCZ patients,^[@bib58]^ the modulation of PCP-induced disruption of PPI in animals characterized by elevated [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels is of potential translational relevance. To rule out a role for abnormal dopamine D2R neurotransmission in the reduced PCP responsivity observed in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice,^[@bib46],\ [@bib47],\ [@bib48]^ we treated these animals with selective D2R agonist and antagonist, like quinpirole and haloperidol, respectively. Behavioral studies revealed an intact D2R responsivity, supporting the notion that the blunted sensitivity to PCP is not linked to altered D2R transmission, a finding corroborated by the evidence of comparable D2R mRNA and protein levels in the striatum of *Ddo*^+/+^ and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also observed mild changes in gene expression pattern of *Homer1a* and *PSD-95* in knockout brains by *in situ* hybridization, further suggesting an altered tonic and phasic activation of glutamatergic system by non-physiological [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels (see [Supplementary Information](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

In line with behavioral data, fMRI results show that increased [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp, through its ability to promote NMDAR transmission, strongly inhibited the functional activation elicited by PCP in cortico--limbo--thalamic regions of *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. This effect is consistent with previous imaging work showing that pharmacological potentiation of NMDAR function by [D]{.smallcaps}-Ser, can effectively inhibit the hyperglutamatergic state produced by NMDAR antagonism^[@bib32]^ and modulate psychosis-related neurocircuits. Interestingly, oral supplementation of a neurobiologically active dose of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp to adult C57BL/6 mice^[@bib18],\ [@bib19],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib22]^ failed to inhibit PCP-induced behavioral or functional responses. These findings point at a putative neurodevelopmental origin for some of the phenotypes observed in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice and suggests that both the time window and duration of increased [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp could have a critical role in shaping NMDAR-mediated circuit responsivity. However, differences in brain exposure obtained with supplementation and genetic deletion of *Ddo* (2--5- vs 10--20-fold increase, respectively^[@bib38]^) can also be invoked to explain these discrepant results, and further research using more effective [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp formulations is warranted to address this issue. From a purely pharmacodynamic standpoint, inhibition of DDO activity could be an approach to obtain [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp brain exposure exceeding that attainable with oral administration of the amino acid. This may unveil a role for DDO as an attractive target for the development of medications aimed at increasing central exposure of this molecule.

The functional and structural similarities between [D]{.smallcaps}-Ser and [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp and their potential convergence on SCZ pathophysiology have led to the hypothesis that these [D]{.smallcaps}-amino acids may be reciprocally linked and share common metabolic pathways. A recent work has indeed revealed lower levels of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp in the forebrain structures of mice lacking the enzyme serine racemase,^[@bib59]^ which synthesizes endogenous [D]{.smallcaps}-Ser.^[@bib60]^ However, neurochemical detection in the PFC did not reveal any change in [D]{.smallcaps}-Ser levels in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice, compared with *Ddo*^+/+^ animals (data not shown). Nevertheless, further studies are required to better evaluate the possible interaction between these two [D]{.smallcaps}-amino acids.

Finally, in an attempt to identify circuital substrates that are modulated by constitutive [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation and to increase the translational relevance of our findings, we also performed measurement of cortico--hippocampal connectivity in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice using rsfMRI.^[@bib30],\ [@bib33]^ Clinical and preclinical evidence supports the presence of cortico--hippocampal dysconnectivity in SCZ, a feature that seems to predominantly affect fronto--cortical areas,^[@bib24]^ with the additional involvement of large parietal and peri-hippocampal cortical regions.^[@bib25]^ Interestingly, although the strength of hippocampal--frontal connectivity was similar in the two genotypes, our rsfMRI measurements suggest that elevated [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels can reshape the connectional profile of the hippocampus, resulting in stronger and more widespread peri-hippocampal and parietal-hippocampal connectivity in knockout brains. A role for embryonic and perinatal [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp elevation in modeling the connectivity of hippocampal regions is not surprising in the light of the ability of this [D]{.smallcaps}-amino acid to promote hippocampal synaptic plasticity,^[@bib18],\ [@bib20],\ [@bib21],\ [@bib24]^ dendritic length and spine density in adulthood.^[@bib22]^ Our data suggest that this feature can alter the connectional profile of this region with neighboring and long-range cortical areas. The presence of enhanced cortico--hippocampal connectivity in a mouse model like *Ddo*^−/−^, which shows an overall resiliency to PCP-induced SCZ-like manifestations, is broadly consistent with the impaired cortico--hippocampal brain network organization reported in patients and in preclinical models of SCZ.^[@bib24],\ [@bib25]^

In conclusion, our data suggest that increased expression of *DDO* mRNA in the PFC of SCZ patients can result in a corresponding excessive degradation of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp.^[@bib23]^ We also demonstrate in a preclinical model that constitutive high levels of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp exert a putative protective effect against the SCZ-like symptoms induced by the NMDAR antagonist PCP. Taken together, these findings support a role for [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp as a potential vulnerability factor in SCZ. Consistent with a neurodevelopmental hypothesis of SCZ,^[@bib12],\ [@bib61]^ a putative precocious downregulation of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels, associated to abnormal metabolism of this molecule, may have a much greater impact during critical phases of brain development, when [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels are physiologically high.^[@bib13],\ [@bib14],\ [@bib16]^ Future studies in mouse models permitting controlled exposure of [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp levels during neurodevelopment are warranted to investigate this basic issue.
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![*DDO* mRNA expression and methylation of the *DDO* gene in the postmortem schizophrenia (SCZ) brain. (**a**) Analysis of *DDO* mRNA expression was performed by quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR in the PFC of SCZ patients (*n*=10) and control individuals (Ctrl, *n*=11). Quantity means of transcript were normalized to the geometric mean of three housekeeping genes. (**b** and **c**) Expression of *Ddo* mRNA, analyzed by qRT-PCR, in the PFC of mice on treatment with (**b**) 1 mg kg^−1^ haloperidol (*n*=6) or vehicle (*n*=5); (**c**) 10 mg kg^−1^ olanzapine (*n*=6) or vehicle (*n*=5). (**d**) *DDO* gene methylation analysis by NGS. The top panel shows the structure of the putative promoter of human *DDO* gene. The transcriptional start site (+1) is indicated by an arrow. The putative regulatory upstream region (white box), exon (black) and first intron (striped box) are indicated. The primer positions used for methylation analysis are indicated by arrows (*DDO* Fw and *DDO* Rv). Vertical bars represent the relative positions of each CpG site. Black circles represent the CpG sites analyzed (CpG −194, −177, −142, −101, −8, +128 and +133). The bar graph below shows the methylation degree of single CpG sites at *DDO* promoter in the PFC of 14 SCZ patients (gray bars) and 14 Ctrl subjects (black bars) at each CpG site. \*\**P*\<0.01, ANCOVA. All the values are expressed as mean±s.e.m. DDO, [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate oxidase; PFC, prefrontal cortex.](tp20152f1){#fig1}

![PCP-induced behavioral responses in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. (**a**) Motor activity induced by 3 mg kg^−1^ or 6 mg kg^−1^ PCP in *Ddo*^*+/+*^ (*n*=13 per treatment) and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice (*n*=13 per treatment). Locomotion was expressed as distance traveled, measured in cm every 10 min over a 60-min session and presented as time course. (**b**--**c**) PPI deficits induced by (**b**) 3 mg kg^−1^ or (**c**) 6 mg kg^−1^ PCP in *Ddo*^*+/+*^(*n*=10 per treatment) and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice (*n*=10 per treatment). Percentage of the PPI was used as dependent variable and measured at different prepulse intensities (dB above 65 dB background level). \**P*\<0.05, compared with vehicle control groups. All the values are expressed as the mean±s.e.m. DDO, [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate oxidase; PCP, phencyclidine; PPI, prepulse inhibition.](tp20152f2){#fig2}

![PCP-induced fMRI response in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. (**a** and **c**) In *Ddo*^*+/+*^ mice, PCP elicited robust and sustained cortico--limbo--thalamic fMRI activation. (**b**--**d**) This effect was strongly attenuated in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. Red/yellow in **a** and **b** indicates significant fMRI (rCBV) response to PCP (1 mg kg^−1^, intra-artery) with respect to vehicle (saline; 3.1\<*z-*score\<6, cluster correction threshold pc=0.001). \**P*\<0.05, Student\'s *t*-test. Cg, cingulate cortex; dCPU, dorsal caudate putamen; DDO, [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate oxidase; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PCP, phencyclidine; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume; Rs, retrosplenial cortex; Th, thalamus; vHc, ventral hippocampus; V1, visual cortex.](tp20152f3){#fig3}

![Cortico--hippocampal connectivity in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. Transverse and coronal brain section heat maps showing voxels for which the fMRI BOLD signal was significantly correlated with the ventral hippocampus (seed regions in black) in (**a**) *Ddo*^*+/+*^and (**b**) *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. The *z-*score indicates the strength of the correlation. (**c**) A stronger and more widespread profile of cortical (somatosensory) hippocampal connectivity was apparent in *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. Strength (*r-*score) of cortico--hippocampal connectivity in representative regions of interest of *Ddo*^*+/+*^ and *Ddo*^−/−^ mice. \*\**P*\<0.01, Student\'s *t*-test. Cg, cingulate cortex; DDO, [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate oxidase; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; PFC, prefrontal cortex; S1, somatosensory (parietal) cortex; vHc, ventral hippocampus; V1, visual cortex.](tp20152f4){#fig4}

![Effect of [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate ([D]{.smallcaps}-Asp) supplementation on PCP-induced responses. (**a** and **b**) Prepulse inhibition responses to PCP after 1-month oral administration of [D]{.smallcaps}-aspartate in mice treated with (**a**) 3 mg kg^−1^ PCP (*n*=10 H~2~O; *n*=9 [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp) or vehicle (*n*=10 H~2~O; *n*=8 [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp), (**b**) 6 mg kg^−1^ PCP (*n*=10 H~2~O; *n*=10 [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp) or vehicle (*n*=10 H~2~O; *n*=8 [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp). Percentage of the PPI was used as dependent variable and measured at different prepulse intensities (shown as dB above 65 dB background level). All the values are expressed as the mean±s.e.m. (**c** and **d**) PCP-induced fMRI response in [D]{.smallcaps}-Asp- and H~2~O-treated adult C57BL6/J mice. In both groups of animals, PCP elicited robust and sustained cortico--limbo--thalamic fMRI activation (left and right panels). No statistically significant difference in the inter-group response to PCP was observed either at the voxel level (*z*\>1.6, cluster corrected at *P*\<0.01) or when integrated at the level of volumes of interest (right panel; *P*\>0.27, all regions, Student\'s *t*-test). Cg, cingulate cortex; dCPU, dorsal caudate putamen; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; PCP, phencyclidine; PPI, prepulse inhibition; rCBV, relative cerebral blood volume; Rs, retrosplenial cortex; Th, thalamus; vHc, ventral hippocampus; V1, visual cortex.](tp20152f5){#fig5}
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